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HI,

What is amazing is that people, especially like now in New Orleans and all the
areas hit by Hurricane Ida, millions of them, will most certainly listen to
meteorologists and prepare and evacuate their homes as advised. Who wouldn’t,
you can watch it coming on TV. But why is it that people will listen to these climate
scientists and not to the other ones, you know, the ones warning us about climate
warming? They are the same. When we listen to them about an approaching
hurricane why wouldn’t we give the exact same credence to those telling us of
climate change, that it’s an emergency too? Just go outside or watch the news. How
crazy is this dichotomy of behaviour? Or, consider the pandemic - we get people
resisting getting an extremely safe and approved vaccine only to be taking the anti-
parasitic drug ivermectin (from veterinary stores) instead. There is certainly little
logic left in today’s world.

As our most Summery months recede into memories, I can’t help think about what
is a memory. Is it something to remind of what we missed or to bring to mind what
has been great about life? I guess it’s a measure of both. But, now when so many
are su�ering the climate crisis and others still go about denying science and
su�ering and dying from a deadly and highly transmissible disease, what
memories will there be? What will be the meaning of life going forward, or will we
just dismiss the past, forget about yesterday? If we keep thinking of what was lost
will that give us motivation to make a better future? Or what if we keep thinking of
all the great things gone by, will that motivate us to try for more, to do even better?
I’m just hoping that actions in the present will respect all memories of the past.

In today’s Planetary Health Weekly (#35 of 2021), as below, you’ll read about very
recent memories and a couple old ones for perspective. Read on about: 

Berta Cáceres’ murder shocked the world in 2016, but the killing of
environmental activists continues, 

Europe seeks solutions as it grapples with catastrophic wild�res, 
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CORONAVIRUS UPDATES: 
The fourth wave is crushing nurses and other health-care workers, 

Nursing grads say pandemic experience pushing them out of Quebec
hospitals, 

Flawed ivermectin preprint highlights challenges of Covid drug
strategies, 

Vaccine passports, masks and herd immunity: Dr. Anthony Fauci
answers 18 questions, 

Covid-19 vaccines �irted with perfection at �rst; reality is more
complicated, 

New York’s vaccine passport scheme could have a nasty (racist) side
e�ect, and 

From mu to C.1.2, here are the latest coronavirus variants scientists are
watching closely, THEN 

The private sector starts to invest in climate adaptation, 

Metabolism in adulthood does not slow as commonly believed, 

Net zero switch threatens new oil shock, 

Many measures of Earth’s health are at worst levels on record, 

Emerging economies must leapfrog to renewables and they already are, 

Antibody acts like short-term malaria vaccine, 

Malaria vaccine achieves striking early success, 

The ‘right to a healthy environment’ protection, 

Keep climate policy focused on the social cost of carbon, 

New program to foster allyship and support for Indigenous communities, 

Quote on the need for higher vaccination rates, 

Vote Science, 

The green Anglican movement and climate change, 

Greenfaith, 

Scientists �nd origin of asteroid that killed the dinosaurs (66 million years
ago after 180- million year existence) – and another one could be on its way, 

If the hardiest species are boiled alive, what happens to humans? 

New book by James Gustave Speth “They Knew: The US Federal Government’s
Fifty-year Role in Causing the Climate Crisis, 

We need a revolution in university teaching – and online-only lectures could
start it, and 

ENDSHOTS of a Quick Tour of Northern Ontario (Part 2: Timmins) amid the
latest Covid-19 stats and charts from Canada and around the world.

Do keep your motivation and read on. Best, david

David Zakus, Editor and Publisher



Gillies Lake at Sunset, Timmins, Ontario
August 25, 2021

Berta Cáceres’ Murder Shocked The
World In 2016, But The Killing Of

Environmental Activists Continues

 Credit: Orlando Sierra/AFP via Getty Images
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Indigenous groups and a human rights organization in Brazil have asked the
International Criminal Court in the Hague to open an investigation into whether
President Jair Bolsonaro and other top Brazilian o�cials have committed crimes
against humanity through a “state policy” that threatens Indigenous tribes by
plundering the wealth of the Amazon. That policy, the complaints allege, has led to
the murders of numerous environmental activists in Brazil.

For now, the court’s jurisdiction is limited to genocide, war crimes, crimes against
humanity and the crime of aggression. But Bolsonaro’s rampant deforestation of
the Amazon and the threat posed by climate change have prompted world leaders
like Pope Francis and French President Emmanuel Macron to support a campaign
for a new international crime called “ecocide” that would outlaw widespread
environmental destruction.

Supporters cite Bolsonaro’s actions in the Amazon as a prime example of ecocide
happening in real-time. Environmental justice advocates in Honduras said the
destruction of Cáceres’ Lenca territory is also a case of real-time ecocide. Read
more at Inside Climate News

Europe Seeks Solutions As It Grapples
With Catastrophic Wild�res

 Credit: Nick Paleologos/Anadolu Agency via Getty Images

As wild�res ravage the Mediterranean region, many have asked if such blazes are
an inescapable part of global warming or whether steps can be taken to reverse
the trend.

A colossal heatwave, with temperatures hitting a record 48.8 degrees Celsius in
Italy last week, has stoked the wild�res that have devastated swaths of land and
killed dozens of people across southern Europe and North Africa, from Turkey,
Greece and Italy to Morocco and Algeria.
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“What’s clear is that climate change will lead us to see [more of] such events,”
French President Emmanuel Macron said this week after traveling to the Saint-
Tropez region, where a huge blaze caused 10,000 people to be evacuated from
their homes.

Tom Smith, associate professor at the London School of Economics, said “climate
change is certainly playing a role in every wild�re on the planet now.” By drying out
the air and sucking moisture from vegetation, rising temperatures create ideal
conditions for �res to start and rapidly spread. Read more at Inside Climate News

SARS-CoV-2 & COVID-19 UPDATES

Source: https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/ma...

Globally, the situation continues dire and even getting
worse in several countries. Oh, when will it all end? Those
unvaccinated and the Delta variant are keeping it going.
Over 100,000 are in hospital with it in the USA alone. Also
sadly, lack of vaccines in many countries continues. 
Over the last week there were about 4 million new cases
of Covid-19 (down ~10%) and 80,000 new deaths (up ~30%,
especially in France); and about 300 million people
received a vaccine, or an average of almost 43 million
doses per day (up ~20%). At this rate the world will need
another 5 months to achieve 75% coverage. 
(See ENDSHOTS at the end of this newsletter for various COVID-
19 charts and stats from Canada and around the world.)

"It is the plague in seemingly all sincerity." Bob Woodward

The Fourth Wave Is Crushing Nurses
And Other Health-Care Workers
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In the �rst quarter of 2021, the Canadian health-care sector experienced the most
signi�cant increase (39%) in job vacancies. In June, those vacancies represented
about 20% of the job vacancies in the country. That’s 98,700 vacant jobs, half of
which are nursing positions.

Nurses have been particularly impacted by COVID-19 and the way it was managed.
This has resulted in an unprecedented mass exodus of nurses, which continues
today and will continue for the rest of 2021 — and beyond.

Throughout the summer, there have been numerous reports of closures of acute
care beds and emergency departments due to the nursing shortage. Alarms have
also been raised about the unsafe working conditions resulting from severe
understa�ng of nurses in acute care settings. These reports only scratch the
surface of what is happening in our health-care system. The full extent of the
nursing shortage and its impact on the health-care system has remained largely
hidden from the public despite rising COVID-19 cases. Read more at The Tyee

READ MORE COVID-19 STORIES:
At CBC: Nursing Grads Say Pandemic Experience Pushing Them Out Of Quebec
Hospitals

At Nature: Flawed Ivermectin Preprint Highlights Challenges Of COVID Drug
Studies

At Daily Maverick: Vaccine Passports, Masks And Herd Immunity: Dr Anthony
Fauci Answers 18 Questions

At StatNews: Covid-19 Vaccines Flirted With Perfection At First; Reality Is More
Complicated

At Spectator: New York’s Vaccine Passport Scheme Could Have A Nasty (Racist)
Side E�ect

At CBC: From mu to C.1.2, here are the latest coronavirus variants scientists are
watching closely
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The Private Sector Starts To Invest In
Climate Adaptation

Credit: Getty Images

“We’re going to make a lot of money,” says Ken LaRoe, chief executive of Florida’s
Climate First Bank. That might seem like an unseemly boast from a traditional
banker peddling conventional loans. But the lender aims to make its pro�ts by
�nancing green refrigeration, construction retro�ts and other investments
designed to help borrowers adapt to climate change. “Storm-hardening is getting
to be a really big thing in Florida,” Mr LaRoe reckons, “which will be a nice lending
opportunity for us.”

The need for such spending is clear. The UN Environment Programme reckons that
annual adaptation costs in poor countries alone are likely to rise from around
$70bn today to $140bn-300bn in 2030, and twice that by 2050, in nominal terms. It
seems likely that private investors will have to get more involved. According to the
Climate Policy Initiative, an expert body, they contributed a paltry 2% to global
adaptation spending in 2018. The apathy re�ected, among other things, a lack of
reliable data on climate risks and the perception that adaptation o�ers low
returns. But the mood could be shifting, as Mr LaRoe’s enthusiasm suggests. Read
more at the Economist

Metabolism In Adulthood Does Not
Slow As Commonly Believed, Study

Finds
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Blaming those extra pounds on a slowing metabolism as you age? Not so fast.

A new international study counters the common belief that our metabolism
inevitably declines during our adult lives. Well, not until we’re in our 60s, anyway.

Researchers found that metabolism peaks around age 1, when babies burn
calories 50% faster than adults, and then gradually declines roughly 3% a year
until around age 20. From there, metabolism plateaus until about age 60, when it
starts to slowly decline again, by less than 1% annually, according to �ndings
published Thursday in the journal Science.

To tease out the speci�c impact of age on metabolism, the researchers adjusted for
factors such as body size (bigger bodies burn more calories overall than smaller
ones) and fat-free muscle mass (muscles burn more calories than fat).

“Metabolic rate is really stable all through adult life, 20 to 60 years old,” said study
author Herman Pontzer, an associate professor of evolutionary anthropology at
Duke University and author of “Burn,” a new book about metabolism. “There's no
e�ect of menopause that we can see, for example. And you know, people will say,
'Well when I hit 30 years old, my metabolism fell apart.' We don't see any evidence
for that, actually.” Read more at NBC News

Net Zero Switch Threatens New Oil
Shock, Warns Top Economist
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The vast expense of ending global warming will trigger a blow to the world
economy that is as damaging as the 1974 oil shock, a top international economist
has warned. A scramble to cut carbon emissions is likely to send energy prices
rocketing and hold back living standards for years to come, Jean Pisani-Ferry said
in a report published by the Peterson Institute for International Economics. Read
more at Telegraph

Many Measures Of Earth’s Health Are At
Worst Levels On Record, NOAA Finds
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A fatal virus and a massive economic downturn did not stop planet-warming gases
in the atmosphere last year from rising to their highest levels in human history,
researchers say. Barely a year after the coronavirus grounded planes, shuttered
factories and brought road tra�c to a standstill, the associated drop in carbon
emissions is all but undetectable to scientists studying our air.

In fact, according to the newly released “State of the Climate in 2020” report from
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Earth is arguably in worse
shape than it’s been.

While humanity grappled with the deadliest pandemic in a century, many metrics
of the planet’s health showed catastrophic decline in 2020. Average global
temperatures rivaled the hottest. Mysterious sources of methane sent atmospheric
concentrations of the gas spiking to unprecedented highs. Sea levels were the
highest on record; �res ravaged the American West; and locusts swarmed across
East Africa. Read more at the Washington Post.

GOOD NEWS

Emerging Economies Must Leapfrog to
Renewables – And They Already Are
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Renewables like solar and wind are quickly becoming more a�ordable and
accessible. The International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) reports that the
cost of electricity coming from utility-scale solar power fell 82% between 2010 and
2019, and clean power technologies such as solar and wind are undercutting even
the cheapest coal-�red power plants. Further, a 2020 analysis from BloombergNEF
found that wind and solar have overtaken fossil fuels as the most cost-e�ective
form of new sources of electricity in most of the world.

This trend has made “energy leapfrogging” – i.e., the ability to reap a nation’s
power needs from renewables such as solar, wind and geothermal at a rapid pace,
bypassing heavy investments in fossil fuels and the infrastructure needed for
them – ever more possible in emerging markets.

Economies, including several examples in Africa and Latin America, have been
transitioning straight from what for many of their communities had been
traditional sources of energy like wood, charcoal, agricultural waste and animal
dung; these countries are also able to shift rapidly toward renewables as they have
not invested in massive infrastructure that supports a national power grid, as was
the case with what more industrialized nations in Europe and North America had
done during the 20th century.

The result is that more communities within these emerging markets are forgoing
conventional energy sources like fossil fuels; the same goes for other forms of
energy like nuclear, biofuels and even natural gas. Read more at Triple Pundit 

MORE GOOD NEWS

Antibody Acts Like Short-Term Malaria
Vaccine
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Credit: Science Photo Library

A powerful new weapon could one day join the global �ght against malaria,
especially to help people who need temporary protection from the deadly disease.
Drugs and bed nets can to some extent already protect against the disease, which
still sickens at least 200 million people a year and kills an estimated 400,000 (which
is so much better than a decade ago). Vaccines have also shown some promise. But
an unusual study reported last week dramatized the potential of monoclonal
antibodies, made by genetically engineered cells. Nine volunteers who received
the antibodies were deliberately exposed to mosquitoes carrying the parasite that
causes malaria. None became infected—and the protection from the antibodies
appears to last for more than 6 months. Read more at Science Mag

SEE ALSO: 

At Science Mag: Malaria Vaccine Achieves Striking Early Success

OPINION

The “Right To A Healthy Environment”
Protection

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/373/6557/843?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_7_number_35_september_2_2021&utm_term=2021-09-03
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Fundamental human rights are those rights that are ensured the highest degree of
protection from their violation. These can be speci�cally identi�ed in the world
nations’ Constitutions, but can be found in other texts, such as in “the United
Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights” or the “European Convention on
Human Rights”, and many others. Their connection with sustainable development
is strong; on one hand human rights can be seen as a “normative space” to
balance the three components of sustainability (namely the social, environmental
and economic); on the other, for some experts, human right anthropocentrism risks
putting human right concerns before collective environmental issues; the common
argument along with this vision, is that �ghting poverty is a limit in �ghting climate
change. This paper argues that a “right to a healthy environment” can be used for
the pursuit of sustainability-related goals and that this right is due to individuals,
to uphold their dignity “to be” , “to do” and to develop their capabilities as
individuals and as a society.

Moreover, as the world is asking for “actions, not just words” regarding climate
change, environmental sustainability and the emergencies related, the existence of
a fundamental “right to a healthy environment” seems to lead in the right direction
for actual and practical measures addressing the environmental concerns.

The “right to a healthy environment”, in general, re�ects the need of humans to be
able to live and enjoy a bene�cial ecosystem, that doesn’t endanger health, doesn’t
disrupt the quality of life and ultimately that permits human activity to continue in
the far future. It is even possible to claim that the “right to a healthy environment”
represents the environmental dimension of many other types of rights, including
cultural, civil and social rights and that it stands at the base for human dignity.

There are several questions and possible argumentations for and against the
existence of this right; among these, we �nd reasonings regarding how correct it is
that the Constitution of a country contains such right, argumentations related to its
e�ectiveness and applicability, and concerning its magnitude and scope. Many
argue whether it is enough to ensure action, whether it is just an aspirational right,
or if, extremely, it is totally useless.

This paper analyzes the key argumentations that are usually brought up when
dealing with such matter. Then, it moves to a discussion on how “the right to a



healthy environment” can be brought before di�erent courts; �nally, it examines
two jurisdictions that both have the right constitutionally recognized. It ends
with insights about how important it is to have the right constitutionally protected
and how crucial it is that States work towards its achievement. Read more at SD
Watch

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY

Keep Climate Policy Focused On The
Social Cost Of Carbon

                                                                                                                                                               Credit:

Resources for the Future

In the context of climate change, the application of cost-bene�t analysis to inform
mitigation policies can help to achieve the best outcomes and avoid the worst:
spending trillions of dollars but failing to get the job done (1). The costs of a
climate policy are the abatement costs of reducing emissions of carbon dioxide
(CO2) (or other greenhouse gases). The standard measure of the bene�ts of a

climate policy is the social cost of carbon (SCC), which measures the avoided
economic damages associated with a metric ton of CO2 emissions. Recently,

however, there have been calls for an alternative approach to policy evaluation
that ignores the bene�ts of avoided climate damages and instead focuses only on
minimizing the compliance costs of a given, politically determined climate
objective. It is argued that a shift from use of the SCC and cost-bene�t analysis to
an alternative approach for evaluating policy that focuses on costs alone would be
misguided. Rather than advocate for alternative approaches, now is the time to
support e�orts to update the SCC and its application to o�cial climate policy
evaluation. Read more at Science Mag

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS WELLNESS
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New Program To Foster Allyship And
Support For Indigenous Students

Centre for Indigenous Initiatives Director Benny Michaud. Credit: Carleton Newsroom

When Carleton University’s Centre for Indigenous Initiatives released the
Kinàmàgawin: Learning Together report in May 2020, it put forward 41 calls to
action aimed at making the campus a safer space for Indigenous students, faculty
and sta�.

To continue moving toward that goal, the Ottawa based centre is launching a new
Kinàmàgawin Indigenous Learning Certi�cate program this fall—a series of
workshops to help teach students, faculty and sta� about allyship and teach the
Carleton community about Indigenous experiences within the education system.

“The deaths of George Floyd and Chantel Moore brought to the forefront how
prejudice can fuel violence towards racialized and Indigenous Peoples. Healing
from trauma requires action on the part of those impacted. Our team was deeply
impacted by these events and, ultimately, realized that the training we have
o�ered to date needed to be updated.

“We wanted to go beyond providing a simple history lesson in these workshops,”
continues Benny Mchaud (the Centre's director), “and create a learning journey
that ends with participants feeling empowered and able to intervene when anti-
Indigenous racism is occurring. Read more at Carleton Newsroom

Quote Of The Week
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“Giving a booster to vaccinated people is not going to control
Delta. What’s going to control Delta is vaccinating
unvaccinated people.”

Vaccine researcher Anna Durbin says that COVID-19 vaccines are victims
of their own success at preventing severe disease — if their e�cacy wanes
against new variants, people want a booster.

Read more at Google

Upcoming Events

September 16-18, 2021: North American Refugee Health
Conference (NARHC) (Temerty Faculty of Medicine, University of
Toronto). This year's conference will be o�ered completely
online.

September 20 – December 3, 2021: Humanitarian Water
Engineering Intensive Online Course (Dahdaleh Institute for
Global Health Research, York University, Toronto - Registration
closes September 3)

September 27 - October 1, 2021: 12th European Congress On
Tropical Medicine And International Health: Global Challenges In
Health, Migration And Equity

Sept. 29 – Oct. 1, 2021: Net Zero Festival by Business Green
(London and Online)

October 6-8, 2021: Public Health 2021: Annual conference of the
Canadian Public Health Association

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://nature.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u%3D2c6057c528fdc6f73fa196d9d%26id%3Ddbeb3cd79f%26e%3D7668bc5b22&source=gmail&ust=1630088042387000&usg=AFQjCNGGHr8c7Zx4mVMGLxTWsO91vnlbGg&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_7_number_35_september_2_2021&utm_term=2021-09-03
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November 1-12, 2021: 2020/2021 UN Climate Change Conference
UNFCCC COP26 - Postponed in 2020 and now to be held
November 1-12, 2021 (Glasgow, Scotland).

November 11, 2021: Evidenced Based Research Being Carried
Out in Low and Middle Income Countries ADAPT will host their
second online conference for Physios in Global Health.

April 1-3, 2022: CUGH 2022 Global Health Conference-
Hybrid: Healthy People, Healthy Planet, Social Justice (Los
Angeles, California). Virtual Satellite Sessions: March 21-25, 2022;
In-person Satellite Sessions: March 31, 2022

FYI#1 SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIA

Vote Science

                                                                                       Credit: Vote Science
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Advocating for Science in the Canadian Federal Election 
Science doesn’t usually get a lot of attention during elections, and we think that
needs to change. We need your help to send a message that Canadians care
about science.

Read more at Vote Science

FYI #2

The Green Anglican Movement
and Climate Change

 Credit: Wikipedia
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Climate change is a scienti�c fact, caused by rising CO2 levels. However, the reason

why those emissions have risen is based on values such as greed and apathy.
Those are spiritual issues and so the role of faith communities is important in
combatting climate change. The most recent reports from the IPCC tell us that we
have 11 years to make a rapid transition from fossil fuels to renewables. This is a
transformation of society, including both personal life-style change and change at
a political and commercial level. Faith communities gather every week and are in
every town and village across the planet. They can connect the wealthiest
boardroom with the poorest rural village impacted by climate change. 

SEE ALSO: At World Scienti�c (Chapter 29): GreenFaith 

GreenFaith is an international, interfaith environmental organization whose
mission is to inspire, train and organize people of diverse religious and spiritual
backgrounds around the world for environmental action. Founded in 1992,
GreenFaith is among the world’s oldest religious-environmental groups. It works in
the areas of education and training, local organizing and campaigning. GreenFaith
has played leadership roles in the world’s largest climate change mobilizations and
the fossil fuel divestment movement, organized a global multi-faith campaign in
the lead-up to the COP21 Paris Climate negotiations, is a co-founder of a campaign
to accelerate investment in renewable energy development in regions of the world
that lack access to modern forms of energy, and is a partner of the Interfaith
Rainforest Initiative, Hindu environmental project, the Green Seminary Initiative,
and One Earth. GreenFaith is launching GreenFaith International in the lead-up to
COP26, with country a�liates in 14 countries in North and South America, Africa,
Asia, Australia-Paci�c, and Europe. Read this and more in the World Scienti�c
Encyclopedia of Climate Change (Volume 1: Case Studies of Climate Risk, Action,
and Opportunity)

Read more at World Scienti�c (Chapter 31)

FYI #3

Scientists Find Origin Of Asteroid
That Killed The Dinosaurs (66

Million Years Ago After 180
Million Year Existence) – And

https://www.worldscientific.com/doi/abs/10.1142/9789811213946_0030?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=World_Scientific_TrendMD_0&utm_term=2021-09-03
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Another One Could Be On Its
Way

 Credit: India.com

Astronomers believe that they have discovered the origin of the asteroid that
wiped out the dinosaurs.

The six mile-wide asteroid which struck the Earth 66 million years ago and ended
the 180 million year-long reign of the dinosaurs, was the cause of what is known as
a Chicxulub events. It landed in what is now the Yucatan peninsula in Mexico and
formed the Chicxulub crater.

Read More At Independent

FYI #4

If The Hardiest Species Are Boiled
Alive, What Happens to Humans?
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Credit: Christopher Harley / University of British Columbia; The Atlantic

For years, Sandra Emry, a researcher at the University of British Columbia, in
Vancouver, has been studying the potential impact of future heat waves on
rockweed, a species of brown alga that provides a habitat for marine life on
both coasts of North America. To simulate a June heat wave in the year 2060
or 2080 in the Strait of Georgia, between Vancouver Island and the British
Columbia mainland, she typically drags patio heaters down to the shore,
warming the air around a patch of rockweed to 95 degrees Fahrenheit in
order to see how the alga reacts.

This summer, she didn’t need the heaters. On June 28, her thermal-imaging
camera showed the temperature nearing 125 degrees. Over the course of a
four-day heat wave, dense beds of rockweed died, as did many of the nearby
mussels, chitons, limpets, and other intertidal species. “The stench was
awful. I never expected to see such a major die-o�,” Emry said. She didn’t
think temperatures would get that high this soon.

Billions of mussels, clams, oysters, barnacles, sea stars, and other intertidal
species died during the late-June heat wave in the Paci�c Northwest,
according to Christopher Harley, a zoology professor at the University of
British Columbia. Yes, that’s billions, plural. What I call “extreme, extreme
heat events”—because the term extreme events doesn’t quite cover the dire
situation—not only kill people; they kill plants and animals. In changing our
planet’s climate, we’re permanently altering the natural world that is our life-
support system. And we’re seeing this happen in real time.

Read more at the Atlantic
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FYI #5: AUGUST READING - NEW BOOK

"They Knew: The US Federal
Government's Fifty-Year Role in
Causing the Climate Crisis" by

James Gustave Speth

Credit: Science Mag

Working pro bono on behalf of a group of young people seeking climate action,
environmental leader James Gustave Speth produced a lengthy report tracing
nearly 60 years of US federal action on climate change and fossil fuel development.
That report is the foundation for this book. Parts of this story have been told
before, but Speth's volume covers a broader period of time, says more about
federal encouragement of fossil fuels, and, as be�ts a legal �ling, is richly
documented.

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/373/6557/860?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_7_number_35_september_2_2021&utm_term=2021-09-03


Read More at Science Mag

FYI#6: SPOTLIGHT ON EDUCATION

We Need A Revolution In University
Teaching – And Online-Only Lectures

Could Start It

                                                        Credit: Alamy Stock Photo

Lectures are rubbish education. They should have gone out when printing was
invented and students learned to read. The vanity of monks and preachers kept
them going and set them up for university education ever since. Lectures have
nothing to do with teaching, which is an interactive process. They are academic
showbusiness.

Yet 3,000 Manchester University students have signed a petition to save their
lectures after the pandemic and stop them going online under what is called
“blended learning”. They seemingly prefer to have to attend a draughty lecture hall
at a �xed time and snooze through a ritual hour of note-taking, as if attending high
mass. They are sceptical of the university’s statement that a new “online default
model of teaching” will not diminish their “contact time”, even if it o�ers the

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/373/6557/860?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_7_number_35_september_2_2021&utm_term=2021-09-03
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comfort and convenience of tuning in to lectures wherever and whenever they
choose.

What the Manchester students really want – and have sorely missed during the
pandemic – is not the lecture, but proximity to a live academic. They want classes,
seminars, debates, tutorials and conversation with teachers and like-minded
students. Having bene�ted from a tutorial education myself, I �nd the idea of a
university without such regular human interaction not unthinkable but
immeasurably less rich.

Great institutions traditionally need traumas – wars or pandemics – to force them
to change. To those who went to university before the digital revolution, it is
astonishing how little the upheaval in information retrieval and communication
has altered academic methodology: the term, the lecture, the essay, the exam, the
gown, the “degree”. It seems absurd for a course to still need to be spread over
three seven-month years, to allow for the harvest and church festivals. To watch a
university react to a changing world is like watching the medieval papacy react to
Luther’s Reformation – with horror and antagonism.

The live lecture may be dead, and if it means more teaching, all to the good. But as
long as the money �ows, these places will never change.

Read More at the Guardian

ENDSHOTS

Quick Tour of Northern Ontario (Part Two)
TIMMINS, ONTARIO (Pop. 46,000)

August 23-24, 2021

Amid Latest World and Canadian COVID-19 Stats & Charts
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Heading North To Timmins, Ontario On Highway 11





Source above: https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
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Timmins Museum: National Exhibition Centre

COVID-19 CASES, DEATHS & VACCINATIONS (Sept. 1, 2021) below:
Source:https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/mapping-

spread-new-coronavirus/?itid=sf_coronavirus
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Global Vaccination Rates







Canada is still in 13th place globally for rate of
vaccines given; Britian is up to 15th; U.S. is up to 36th









Source of Canadian Data Below (September 1, 2021):
https://newsinteractives.cbc.ca/coronavirustracker/

https://newsinteractives.cbc.ca/coronavirustracker/?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_7_number_35_september_2_2021&utm_term=2021-09-03










(Above) From the Great Flu Pandemic of 1918







5 km From Timmims





Source of World Data Below (Sept. 2, 2021):
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/world/covid-cases.html

https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/covid-19-in-the-u-s-how-do-canada-s-provinces-rank-against-american-states-1.5051033?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_7_number_35_september_2_2021&utm_term=2021-09-03


Source of Canadian and U.S. Comparative Data Below (Sept. 2, 2021):
https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/covid-19-in-the-u-s-how-

do-canada-s-provinces-rank-against-american-states-1.5051033

https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/covid-19-in-the-u-s-how-do-canada-s-provinces-rank-against-american-states-1.5051033?&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_7_number_35_september_2_2021&utm_term=2021-09-03












Gillies Lake, just a few minutes from downtown Timmins
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